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Greetings to you,
UltraMarine reader!
After our Interzoo
product bonanza
in the last issue, I’ve
changed things a
little this time and consciously shifted our
focus ‘back to nature’ with an emphasis on
natural habitats, husbandry and livestock.
For tank features, I’ve finally got around to
doing my Digital-Reefer update (part 1 was
way back in issue 66). Mike Paletta is also
sharing his home system (which frankly
makes mine look ‘a bit naff ’). Last but
not least, Dave Wolfenden was gracious
enough to grant me access to the Blue
Planet to take some pics of the large fishonly ‘Coral Cave’ system recently.
In terms of wild reefs, we visit the
shallow reef habitats of the Red Sea
where Rich Aspinall is our guide through
several fascinating reef zones. Next, Chris
Sergeant acquaints us with some of the
UK’s charismatic native marine species.
Hopefully there’s a little summer left to get
out there and seek them for yourselves!
Add to this a review of the Maxspect
Turbine Duo, plus fascinating specialist
pieces on trumpet corals and anaerobic
photosynthetic bacteria and you’ve got
an issue that’s already urging you to get
settled-in for a cracking read!
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05 Marine News/Product News
12 Q&A

Blue Planet Aquarium Curator Dave
Wolfenden answers your marine queries.

17 Close Look Review
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20

John Clipperton quizzes Blue Planet
Aquarium Curator Dave Wolfenden about
the attraction’s large fish-only Coral Cave
exhibit. So what does it take to manage such
a bunch of bad-ass bruisers?

Those good old corals of the Caulastrea
genus get the James Fatherree treatment as
we investigate what makes these hardy yet
interesting Cnidarians tick.

34

34 The Digital-Reefer (Part )

John Clipperton delivers an update on
his modified Red Sea REEFER XXL 2 and
reports on developments as the tank nears
the 1 year old mark. It hasn’t all been plain
sailing.

46 Enjoying UK Native Marine Life

In the first of our natural habitat features this
issue, Chris Sergeant presents some of the
charismatic critters that UK readers might
find surprisingly close to home.

54 A Journey through Reef-keeping

54

After two very different UK-based tanks,
we head to the USA to meet the stunning
aquaria of reef-keeping veteran Mike Paletta.
The ‘proof is in the pudding’ as they say!

62 Return to the Red Sea

Richard Aspinall takes us on another aquatic
adventure and this time reveals the varied
habitats of the Red Sea in all their splendour.
If this doesn’t inspire you I’m not sure what
will!
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It’s a pump Jim, but not as we know it! The
futuristic Maxspect Turbine Duo is the
subject of our product focus this issue.

74 Anaerobic Photosynthesis

62

Ken Wingerter brings us a fascinating and
detailed piece on the natural history of a
diverse group of prokaryotes, the anaerobic
photosynthetic bacteria. So what can they
do for your reef tank?
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